清澄平安な山河のふもと
木だちをぬける凛としたそよ風
天上からふり注ぐ日の光が田母沢の地に命を授ける
絢爛な山々 刀緑の水々しさ 壮麗な滝
優雅なるときを過ごしに
ようこそ 開かれた聖地 ふぶ日光へ

At the foot of pristine, peaceful mountains with rivers, brisk breezes blow through the trees. The sunlight from above shines over the land of Tamozawa and brings forth life. Magnificent mountains, lush, green trees, and majestic waterfalls. Come and enjoy a refined experience.

Opening the gate of a sacred land.
Welcome to FUFU Nikko.
A peaceful oasis, clean and gentle breezes.
A Japanese resort embraced by nature.

The beauty of the mountains and the soothing waters flowing from the mountains.
FUFU Nikko stands here.

The comfort of the hot springs, the atmosphere of the bath, the scent of the mountain flowers, and the golden light of the hot spring.
A refined experience where you can unwind amid the elegant scenery of Nikko.

All 24 rooms are suites with a refined color scheme. Rooms feature a bath with gentle hot spring water drawn from our own hot spring.
At FUFU Lounge exclusive to FUFU Nikko, guests may spend their time enjoying our original blend of black tea, coffee, champagne, or afternoon tea reflecting the traditional 24 solar terms.

Restaurant Setchu welcomes guests with the scent of trees and gentle light.
Japanese cuisine brought together Japanese and Western influences.
Enjoy the flavors of Japanese cuisine and teppanyaki unique to FUFU Nikko.
ふふ日光
〒321-1434 栃木県日光市本町 1573-8
1573-8, Hon-cho, Nikko-shi, Tochigi,
321-1434, JAPAN

TEL:0288-25-5122
www.fufunikko.jp